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This is a summary
of the rest of the
CV; ‘I am a... with
experience in...’ Not
wooly adjectives
such as ‘I am a
dynamic, driven,
team player...’

luding personal
All contact details, inc
and address. Do not
e-mail, mobile number
this information.
take half a page for

Job title and
company name.
Most recent first.

STICK TO THE
FACTS

Short summary
of the company What it does, size
and scale. This
helps put your role
in context.

Do not need
months unless a
short period

This is the key
CV
content of your
ts.
– use bullet poin
Responsibilities
are important,
ts
but achievemen
more so and also
nt
consider significa
projects.
Remember to
always align your
e
experience to th
requirements of
the job*

Don’t be afraid to
write 2/3 lines or
each bullet point to
give some detail.

First page should be the most
relevant to the employer.
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For multiple roles
in same company.
Elevate summary
and company
name up and list
job titles below as
per this layout.

Same again for
previous roles.
Less detail is needed
for early career.
Do not repeat or
detail less relevant
experience.

Early career/
junior roles can
be dealt with in
one or two lines or
with a summary
paragraph, if
required.

No need to list
modules, marks
or dissertation
title, unless
relevant or
remarkable!

List date,
qualification and
awarding body.

Interest/hobbies not
necessary, but if you
must and have space to
go for it, however keep
them interesting; no
socialising with friends,
long walks and cooking!

Do not list references
unless asked.
*If you struggle to compile the key content under each job; try searching online for job adverts
and use the content of these for guidance. Also remember the P.A.R. method, which should help
you structure your bullet points by talking about the Problem or challenge you faced, listing the
Actions you took or process you went through and finally advising of the Result.
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